The French Toast
The newsletter for the Europeans Toastmasters Club n° 8018 Meeting of March 11th 2015

Opening
President Paolo G. started this special meeting by welcoming our guests: (by alphabetic order) Collette, Jim,
Nadia, Scott and Stéphanie. He told them they were about to see two contests, Evaluation first and then
International Speech. Then he called upon our contest chair Alain M, who had organized the two contests with
exceptional efficiency and professionalism.

The meeting
Alain M told the audience what was going to happen, then he called upon Marc, who would conduct the
Evaluation contest.

Evaluation contest
Target speaker was Scott Mengebier from Busy Professionals TM Club. Under the title “Stop comparing, start
speaking!” he explained how as a language teacher for adults he has discovered that his students keep
comparing their oral expression in English with what they would be able to do in their native tongue. This is a
big mistake, he says, for no matter how fluent you can be in a foreign language, there will always remain a gap
between your “native self” and your “foreign self”. The trick is here to lower your native self to the level of
your foreign one, which means speaking with simplicity. He concluded telling us: “Give yourself some leniency!
Stop comparing, start speaking!”
During the five minutes given to the contestants to prepare outside the room, Marc interviewed Scott, who
spoke for the first time outside his own club – Busy Professionals – This is his 9th speech and he confessed he
was pretty nervous before coming to the lectern. He is an American who arrived in Paris 15 years ago and has
fallen in love of the city where he feels “at home”.
The contest
• First contestant Paolo G: What a great speech! Nice introduction, well-structured body with great
examples, good conclusion. Nice and strong voice, good body language. Suggestions: speak slower, I
didn’t get enough time to think: maybe you could cut off some of your examples? And I would’ve loved
seeing one of your students do what you recommend.
• Second contestant Sean: Right from the beginning Scott established his credibility as a teacher for
adults. He had an amazing use of gestures at the beginning but I found them sometimes overused
afterwards. Excellent content although I felt an unequal weight between your three points. At the end,
I was feeling lost because your conclusion was completely different from your development. I found you
could have used more space: command your stage!
• Third contestant Michel: Very interesting speech presenting ideas which challenge my own habits. You
applied what you suggested. You were full of energy, fluent, pleasant to listen to. Your conclusion was
very challenging. Your speech was slightly too conceptual and maybe too dense for a 5 to 7 minutes
speech (2 points instead of 3, maybe?)
• Fourth contestant Patrick: Excellent speech, the content of which relates to each of us. Wellstructured body and strong conclusion. Perfect grammar, well-chosen vocabulary. Fluency, vocal variety.
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Recommendations: I saw you stuck, you had lost your idea; try little cards you can keep in the palm of
your hand instead of papers put on the lectern. And for a speech delivered in front of an audience you
don’t know, your attire should be a bit more formal.
Fifth contestant Alice: I thought you were talking to me personally tonight! I have that kind of problem
with my German… Brilliant speech, well-structured, a body with three “don’t”, a lot of details,
explanations, quotes. Great presence. Excellent eye contact. Suggestions: get to the point right away,
tell me where you are going. Two third of your speech deal with negative points: give me more positive
advice. Tell me what to do rather than what not to do! But you have a wonderful asset: your passion! If I
had trouble speaking English, I would ask you to be my teacher!
Sixth contestant Peter: Excellent and well-prepared speech. Scott waited silently until he got our full
attention. He followed the three points rule; had a clear voice, a good articulation. Beware of some
unnecessary and somewhat monotonous gestures. Recommendations: check out the room for acoustics
and adjust your speech to your audience: slow down, pause a little more, many listeners are not English
natives, so let them digest and understand what you say.

International Speech contest
Olivier A. was the contest master.
First contestant Teddy: “The power of the unknown” - Teddy claimed that everything we discover is to be
found out of our comfort zone. We shouldn't fear ambiguity. He gave the example of dating, how he used an
application on his phone to meet Juliette, a girl he found likable and who liked him as well. He told us the story
of Doctor Spencer Silver, a researcher at 3M, who failed creating the powerful new glue he expected, but
incidentally invented the Post It. Those examples supported the idea that creativity offers powerful
opportunities. Teddy concluded giving us three pieces of advice: use your ambiguity to your advantage; use your
creativity; learn, explore, discover, since change is the only constant in life.
Second contestant Pamela: “Connection through time and space; connection, connection, connection” Pamela asked the audience to close their eyes and to make arms movements. It was a good exercise, she said, to
get connected together in the same time, together in the same space. She told her story of a stranger she met
in the desert of Texas while she had a motorcycle stoppage. Amazingly this man was able to fix her motorcycle
just using a chewing gum wrapper. She felt there was a connection there… Later - on this motorcycle travel
from NY to California - she had a big accident with terrible face injuries. The car which happened to save her
life on this remote country road was a XK Jaguar, which by then was a very new and rare car - only few copies
circulating yet. Had not that fast car raced at great speed to the nearest hospital to call for help, she wouldn’t
be here to tell her story. An ambulance came and transported her to the hospital where she had the
unbelievable luck to be operated by the best facial surgeon in California, who was able to repair her badly
injured face… All these “coincidences” demonstrate for Pamela that there are strong connections we aren’t
aware of between all the things happening in our lives.
Third contestant Peter: “What are you eating?” You are mostly eating genetically modified food without
knowing it! Many of us are suspicious about its potentially harmful effects. But how can we make the right
decision when it comes to choose our food? Labelling requirements should tell us what exactly we are eating.
Unfortunately, either most of us don’t read the list of ingredients on the packaging, or those who try reading it
can’t understand half of what is written: double-speak, cloudy vagueness, euphemisms, names we don’t
understand. As a result, you/we don’t know what we are eating and that should change!
Fourth contestant Sean: “My inspiring Aunt Maura” – August 1978, Sean is 10 years old. The weather outside
is gorgeous, his brothers and sisters are playing in the garden, but he is inside fighting with his aunt, who wants
to teach him French when he doesn’t want to learn it! Sean then shows us a portrait of this aunt Maura, who
lived for 82 years firmly believing in the virtue of lifelong learning, asking question after question, always
curious, eager to learn something new, striving to be the best. She was a teacher in many different countries,
spoke at least seven languages, showed from an early age a strong independence of mind, was a nun for 17 years
and then decided to leave because she didn’t appreciate the way her religious community was changing. She has
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been an inspiration for Sean, who hopes she will be one to us too.
Fifth contestant Paolo G: “Dare asking!” – Paolo tells us the secrets of successful people: they keep themselves
fit, they have a lifelong learning approach, they set goals and go for them by asking questions, meeting people,
asking for help. He then asks why we often don’t dare asking. Because we are shy, we are afraid of the
consequences, and sometimes we don’t even want to hear the answer! Paolo gives us two personal examples: he
asked once a girl out although she was living at the other end of the country, and was delighted to hear a frank
“yes”! In the second example, he asked his boss for a salary raise and the answer was a strait “no!” When the
answer is negative, it gives you some hints and helps you better understand the situation: in this case Paolo
knew that he had to look for another job elsewhere. To conclude, he tells us that asking might sometimes
appear an insignificant action, but in fact its results can change our life. So please, dare asking!
Sixth contestant Alain P: “Learning. Loving. Leaving.” Alain crammed his whole life from birth to (almost!)
death in his five-to-seven speech. He disclosed that learning – especially to understand the world he lives in –
and loving – particularly his dear wife – and also sincerely relating to his fellow humans have been and still are
powerful drives all along his life. He compared life with a Ferris wheel going slowly at the beginning but much
too fast when the end of the tour is approaching. Can leaving be easy then?
Who won?
Evaluation contest

1st place: Alice
2 place: Paolo G.
3rd place: Sean
nd

International Speech contest

1st place: Sean
2 place: Paolo G.
3rd place: Alain P.
nd

Alice, Paolo and Sean will represent The Europeans next March 21st at the Area A-5 contests.

Notes: Odile assisted by Alain M - Edition and Illustration Odile

Next meeting: March 26th 2015
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